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Supervisors Tell Their Stories: From the diary of a supervisor—“Met with primary teachers and parents interested in nutrition problems of young children ... discussed mid-morning luncheon ... talked with principal about in-service workshop ... talked with sixth grade teacher who prefers primary work but realizes she needs further training ...”—A city, a county, and a state supervisor bring us accounts of a day's work.

A section "Who Is a Supervisor?" develops the theme that supervision is not exclusively a function of a person with the title of supervisor. An article on teacher rating makes clear that such a procedure should be divorced from supervision.

The belief that supervision can be much broader than sitting in the back of the classroom taking notes is amplified in an article on the "supervisory visit." The supervisor's responsibility for helping teachers do a better job is discussed under "Teaching Teachers to Teach."

Contributors are: Estelle S. Smith, Anne Hoppock, Fannie Dunn, Elsie Coleman, Virgil M. Rogers, E. Louise Noyes, G. Franklin Stover, Lou LaBrant, C. W. Humncutt, and Mary Henderson.
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